A safe, easy way to align today's non-standard truck trailers.

- PowerLift™ hydraulic truck levelers safely raise or lower a trailer to match your dock.
- PowerLift easily accommodates the widest variety of trailer sizes—even the new wider, longer, and lower designs.
- Your choice of surface-mounted or pit-mounted models.
- Solid I-beam construction gives PowerLift maximum strength and rigidity.
- Easily installed in new or existing facilities.
- Backed by the Poweramp tradition of quality, performance and dependability.
SAFE, EASY TRAILER ALIGNMENT

Today's new wider, longer and lower trailers often don't reach standard dock level.

PowerLift hydraulic truck levelers make loading and unloading these trailers safe and easy, eliminating the loading hazards you find with other dock leveling equipment.

PowerLift hydraulic operation safely raises or lowers a truck's trailer to match your dock. Pit-mounted or surface-mounted models accommodate the widest variety of trailer sizes to increase your material handling capability.

Surface-mounted or pit-mounted

PowerLift surface-mounted levelers raise a trailer up to 24" above grade. Pit-mounted units raise or lower a trailer 18" in either direction. Both models feature self-contained hydraulic power unit. Surface-mounted leveler features:

- Solid I-beam construction for maximum strength and rigidity.
- Two heavy duty hydraulic cylinders with chrome plated rods for maximum lift capability.
- Self-contained hydraulic power unit can be mounted separately from leveler for faster, cost effective servicing.
- A 10' wide x 14' long steel platform with I-beam framing and safety tread deck. A 10' wide x 2' long approach ramp is standard with the surface mounted unit.
- A 36" wide x 4" high tapered wheel locator is supplied with the pit-style leveler to position trailers quickly.
- Specially designed internal mechanical stops increase operational safety.
- Side guards on surface-mounted models increase personnel safety.
- Available in 50,000 lbs. 55,000 lbs., 60,000 lbs. or 65,000 lbs. capacities.

Pit-mounted leveler features:

- Overall 12'6" width accommodates trailers up to 102" wide.
- Standard 24" upward travel.
- Mounted on dock approach-no pit required.
- Approach ramp included as standard.
- Outboard 8" box beams act as wheel locators.
- Can be easily relocated.
- Low installation cost.
- Optional PowerHold truck restraint can be mounted to platform for increased safety.
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